Choose the Word

**Parent Directions:** Have your child read each sentence and choose the correct word from the word bank.

**Word Bank**

purify  clarify  falsify  dramatize
hospitalize  lengthen  lessen  popularize

1. The ice they put on Rok’s knee began to ______________ the swelling.

2. We had to ______________ my grandfather after he fell out of the tree he was trying to trim.

3. The criminal was going to ______________ some paperwork to get fake identification.

4. The Cools’ latest hit album began to ______________ a new style of music.

5. Mr. Simon wanted to ______________ his answer so he wrote it on the chalkboard for all to see.

6. The principal had to decide whether to ______________ the school days by fifteen to twenty minutes or to have fewer vacation days.

7. You should always ______________ water you gather from a mountain stream because it could be polluted.

8. The movie was going to ______________ the true story of the hero’s rise to fame.

**Take-Home Activity (BLM 8)**
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